In sparse signal representation, the choice of a dictionary often involves a tradeoff between two desirable properties -the ability to adapt to specific signal data and a fast implementation of the dictionary.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are flexible data representation tools, suitable for modeling the geometric structure of signals that live on topologically complicated domains. Examples of signals residing on such domains can be found in social, transportation, energy, and sensor networks [1] . In these applications, the vertices of the graph represent the discrete data domain, and the edge weights capture the pairwise relationships between the vertices. A graph signal is then defined as a function that assigns a real value to each vertex.
Some simple examples of graph signals are the current temperature at each location in a sensor network and the traffic level measured at predefined points of the transportation network of a city. An illustrative example is given in Fig. 1 .
We are interested in finding meaningful graph signal representations that (i) capture the most important characteristics of the graph signals, and (ii) are sparse. That is, given a weighted graph and a class of signals on that graph, we want to construct an overcomplete dictionary of atoms that can sparsely represent graph signals from the given class as linear combinations of only a few atoms in the dictionary.
An additional challenge when designing dictionaries for graph signals is that in order to identify and exploit structure in the data, we need to account for the intrinsic geometric structure of the underlying weighted graph. This is because signal characteristics such as smoothness depend on the topology of the graph on which the signal resides (see, e.g., [ 
1, Example 1]).
For signals on Euclidean domains as well as signals on irregular data domains such as graphs, the choice of the dictionary often involves a tradeoff between two desirable properties -the ability to adapt to specific signal data and a fast implementation of the dictionary [2] . In the dictionary learning or dictionary training approach to dictionary design, numerical algorithms such as K-SVD [3] and the The gap between the transform-based representations and the numerically trained dictionaries can be bridged by imposing a structure on the dictionary atoms and learning the parameters of this structure.
The structure generally reveals various desirable properties of the dictionary such as translation invariance [6] , minimum coherence [7] or efficient implementation [8] (see [2, Section IV.E] for a complete list of references). Structured dictionaries generally represent a good trade-off between approximation performance and efficiency of the implementation.
In this work, we build on our previous work [9] and capitalize on the benefits of both numerical and analytical approaches by learning a dictionary that incorporates the graph structure and can be implemented efficiently. We model the graph signals as combinations of overlapping local patterns, describing localized events or causes on the graph. For example, the evolution of traffic on a highway might be similar to that on a different highway, at a different position in the transportation network.
We incorporate the underlying graph structure into the dictionary through the graph Laplacian operator, which encodes the connectivity. In order to ensure the atoms are localized in the graph vertex domain, we impose the constraint that our dictionary is a concatenation of subdictionaries that are polynomials of the graph Laplacian [10] . We then learn the coefficients of the polynomial kernels via numerical optimization. As such, our approach falls into the category of parametric dictionary learning [2, Section
IV.E]. The learned dictionaries are adapted to the training data, efficient to store, and computationally efficient to apply. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme in the approximation of both synthetic signals and graph signals collected from real world applications.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We first highlight some related work on the representation of graph signals in Section II. In Section III, we recall basic definitions related to graphs that are necessary to understand our dictionary learning algorithm. The polynomial dictionary structure and the dictionary learning algorithms are described in Section IV. In Section V, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm on the approximation of both synthetic and real world graph signals. Finally, the benefits of the polynomial structure are discussed in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The design of overcomplete dictionaries to sparsely represent signals has been extensively investigated in the past few years. We restrict our focus here to the literature related to the problem of designing dictionaries for graph signals. Generic numerical approaches such as K-SVD [3] and MOD [4] can certainly be applied to graph signals, with signals viewed as vectors in R N . However, the learned dictionaries will neither feature a fast implementation, nor explicitly incorporate the underlying graph structure.
Meanwhile, several transform-based dictionaries for graph signals have recently been proposed (see [1] for an overview and complete list of references). For example, the graph Fourier transform has been shown to sparsely represent smooth graph signals [11] ; wavelet transforms such as diffusion wavelets [12] , spectral graph wavelets [10] , and critically sampled two-channel wavelet filter banks [13] target piecewise-smooth graph signals; and vertex-frequency frames [14] - [16] can be used to analyze signal content at specific vertex and frequency locations. These dictionaries feature pre-defined structures derived from the graph and some of them can be efficiently implemented; however, they generally are not adapted to the signals at hand. Two exceptions are the diffusion wavelet packets of [17] and the wavelets on graphs via deep learning [18] , which feature extra adaptivity.
The recent work in [19] tries to bridge the gap between the graph-based transform methods and the purely numerical dictionary learning algorithms by proposing an algorithm to learn structured graph dictionaries. The learned dictionaries have a structure that is derived from the graph topology, while its parameters are learned from the data. This work is the closest to ours in a sense that both graph dictionaries consist of subdictionaries that are based on the graph Laplacian. However, it does not necessarily lead to efficient implementations as the obtained dictionary is not necessarily a smooth matrix function (see, e.g., [20] for more on matrix functions) of the graph Laplacian matrix.
Finally, we remark that the graph structure is taken into consideration in [21] , not explicitly into the dictionary but rather in the sparse coding coefficients. The authors use the graph Laplacian operator as a regularizer in order to impose that the obtained sparse coding coefficients vary smoothly along the geodesics of the manifold that is captured by the graph. However, the obtained dictionary does not have any particular structure. None of the previous works are able to design dictionaries that provide sparse representations, particularly adapted to a given class of graph signals, and have efficient implementations. This is exactly the objective of our work, where a structured graph signal dictionary is composed of multiple polynomial matrix functions of the graph Laplacian.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly overview a few basic definitions for signals on graphs. A more complete description of the graph signal processing framework can be found in [1] . We consider a weighted and undirected graph G = (V, E, W ) where V and E represent the vertex and edge sets of the graph, and W represents the matrix of edge weights, with W ij denoting the weight of an edge connecting vertices i and j. We assume that the graph is connected. The graph Laplacian operator is defined as L = D − W , where D is the diagonal degree matrix [22] . The normalized graph Laplacian is defined as
Throughout the paper, we use the normalized graph Laplacian eigenvectors as the Fourier basis in order to avoid some numerical instabilities that arise when taking large powers of the combinatorial graph
Laplacian. Both operators are real symmetric matrices and they have a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors with corresponding nonnegative eigenvalues. We denote the eigenvectors of the normalized graph Laplacian by χ = [χ 1 , χ 2 , ..., χ N ], and the spectrum of eigenvalues by
A graph signal y in the vertex domain is a real-valued function defined on the vertices of the graph G, such that y(v) is the value of the function at vertex v ∈ V. The spectral domain representation can also provide significant information about the characteristics of graph signals. In particular, the eigenvectors of the Laplacian operators can be used to perform harmonic analysis of signals that live on the graph, and the corresponding eigenvalues carry a notion of frequency [1] . The normalized Laplacian eigenvectors are a Fourier basis, so that for any function y defined on the vertices of the graph, the graph Fourier transformŷ at frequency λ is defined aŝ
while the inverse graph Fourier transform is
Besides its use in harmonic analysis, the graph Fourier transform is also useful in defining the translation of a signal on the graph. The generalized translation operator can be defined as a generalized convolution with a Kronecker δ function centered at vertex n [14] , [15] :
The right-hand side of (1) allows us to interpret the generalized translation as an operator acting on the kernelĝ(·), which is defined directly in the graph spectral domain, and the localization of T n g around the center vertex n is controlled by the smoothness of the kernelĝ(·) [10] , [15] . One can thus design atoms T n g that are localized around n in the vertex domain by taking the kernelĝ(·) in (1) to be a smooth polynomial function of degree K:ĝ
Combining (1) and (2), we can translate a polynomial kernel to each vertex in the graph and generate a set of N localized atoms, which are the columns of
where Λ is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues. Note that the k th power of the Laplacian L is exactly k-hop localized on the graph topology [10] ; i.e., for the atom centered on node n, if there is no K-hop path connecting nodes n and i, then (T n g)(i) = 0 . This definition of localization is based on the shortest path distance on the graph and ignores the weights of the edges.
IV. PARAMETRIC DICTIONARY LEARNING ON GRAPHS
Given a set of training signals on a weighted graph, our objective is to learn a structured dictionary that sparsely represents classes of graph signals. We consider a general class of graph signals that are linear combinations of (overlapping) graph patterns positioned at different vertices on the graph. We aim to learn a dictionary that is capable of capturing all possible translations of a set of patterns. We use the definition (1) of generalized translation, and we learn a set of polynomial generating kernels (i.e., patterns) of the form (2) that capture the main characteristics of the signals in the spectral domain.
Learning directly in the spectral domain enables us to detect spectral components that exist in our training signals, such as atoms that are supported on selected frequency components. In this section, we describe in detail the structure of our dictionary and the learning algorithm.
A. Dictionary Structure
We design a structured graph dictionary
that is a concatenation of a set of S subdictionaries of the form
where g s (·) is the generating kernel or pattern of the subdictionary D s . Note that the atom given by column n of subdictionary D s is equal to 1 √ N T n g s ; i.e., the polynomial g s (·) of order K translated to the vertex n. The polynomial structure of the kernel g s (·) ensures that the resulting atom given by column n of subdictionary D s has its support contained in a K-hop neighborhood of vertex n [10, Lemma 5.2].
The polynomial constraint guarantees the localization of the atoms in the vertex domain, but it does not provide any information about the spectral representation of the atoms. In order to control their frequency behavior, we impose two constraints on the spectral representation of the kernels { g s (·)} s=1,2,...,S . First, we require that the kernels are nonnegative and uniformly bounded by a given constant c. In other words,
where I is the N × N identity matrix. Each subdictionary D s has to be a positive semi-definite matrix whose maximum eigenvalue is upper bounded by c.
Second, since the classes of signals under consideration usually contain frequency components that are spread across the entire spectrum, the learned kernels { g s (·)} s=1,2,...,S should also cover the full spectrum. We thus impose the constraint
or equivalently
where 1 , 2 are small positive constants. Note that both (5) and (7) are quite generic and do not assume any particular prior on the spectral behavior of the atoms. If we have additional prior information, we can incorporate that prior into our optimization problem by modifying these constraints. For example, if we know that our signals' frequency content is restricted to certain parts of the spectrum, by choosing Finally, the spectral constraints increase the stability of the dictionary. From the constants c, 1 and 2 , we can derive frame bounds for D, as shown in the following proposition.
then the set of atoms {d s,n } s=1,2,...,S,n=1,2,...,N of D form a frame. For every signal y ∈ R N ,
Proof: From [16, Lemma 1], which is a slight generalization of [10, Theorem 5.6], we have
From the constraints on the spectrum of kernels { g s (·)} s=1,2,...,S we have
Moreover, from the left side of (7) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
Combining (8), (9) and (10) yields the desired result.
We remark that if we alternatively impose that
, the resulting dictionary D would be a tight frame. However, such a constraint leads to a significantly more difficult optimization problem to learn the dictionary. The constraints (5) and (7) lead to an easier dictionary learning optimization problem, while still providing control on the spectral representation of the atoms and the stability of signal reconstruction with the learned dictionary.
To summarize, the dictionary D is a parametric dictionary that depends on the parameters {α sk } s=1,2,...,S; k=1,2,...,K , and the constraints (5) and (7) can be viewed as constraints on these parameters.
B. Dictionary Learning Algorithm
Given a set of training signals Y = [y 1 , y 2 , ..., y M ] ∈ R N ×M , all living on the weighted graph G, our objective is to learn a graph dictionary D ∈ R N ×N S with the structure described in Section IV-A that can efficiently represent all of the signals in Y as linear combinations of only a few of its atoms.
Since D has the form (4), this is equivalent to learning the parameters {α sk } s=1,2,...,S; k=1,2,...,K that characterize the set of generating kernels, { g s (·)} s=1,2,...,S . We denote these parameters in vector form as α = [α 1 ; ...; α S ], where α s is a column vector with (K + 1) entries.
Therefore, the dictionary learning problem can be cast as the following optimization problem:
x m corresponds to column m of the coefficient matrix X, and T 0 is the sparsity level of the coefficients of each signal. Note that in the objective of the optimization problem (11), we penalize the norm of the polynomial coefficients α in order to (i) promote smoothness in the learned polynomial kernels, and (ii) improve the numerical stability of the learning algorithm.
The optimization problem (11) is not convex, but it can be approximately solved in a computationally efficient manner by alternating between the sparse coding and dictionary update steps. In the first step, we fix the parameters α (and accordingly fix the dictionary D via the structure (4)) and solve
using orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [23] , [24] , which has been shown to perform well in the dictionary learning literature. Before applying OMP, we normalize the atoms of the dictionary so that they all have a unit norm. This step is essential for the OMP algorithm in order to treat all of the atoms equally. After computing the coefficients X, we renormalize the atoms of our dictionary to recover our initial polynomial structure [25, Chapter 3.1.4] and the sparse coding coefficients in such a way that the product DX remains constant. Note that other methods for solving the sparse coding step such as matching pursuit (MP) or iterative soft thresholding could be used as well.
In the second step, we fix the coefficients X and update the dictionary by finding the vector of parameters, α, that solves
Problem (12) is convex and can be written as a quadratic program. The details are given in the Appendix A. Algorithm 1 contains a summary of the basic steps of our dictionary learning algorithm.
Since the optimization problem (11) is solved by alternating between the two steps, the polynomial dictionary learning algorithm is not guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution; however, the algorithm converged in all of experiments to a local optimum. Finally, the complexity of our algorithm is dominated by the pre-computation of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix, which we use to enforce the spectral constraints on the kernels. In the dictionary update step, the quadratic program (line 10 of Algorithm 1) can be efficiently solved in polynomial time using optimization techniques such as interior point methods [26] or operator splitting methods (e.g., Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers [27] ). The former methods lead to more accurate solutions, while the latter are better suited to solve large scale problems. For the numerical examples in this paper, we use interior point methods to solve the quadratic optimization problem.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following experiments, we quantify the performance of the proposed dictionary learning method in the approximation of both synthetic and real data. First, we study the behavior of our algorithm in the synthetic scenario where the signals are linear combinations of a few localized atoms that are placed on different vertices of the graph. Then, we study the performance of our algorithm in the approximation of graph signals collected from real world applications. In all experiments, we compare the performance of our algorithm to the performance of (i) graph-based transform methods such as the spectral graph wavelet transform (SGWT) [10] , (ii) purely numerical dictionary learning methods such as K-SVD [3] that treat the graph signals as vectors in R N and ignore the graph structure, and (iii) the graph-based dictionary learning algorithm presented in [19] . The kernel bounds in (11), if not otherwise specified, are 
10:
Compute the polynomial coefficients α by solving the optimization problem (12), and update the dictionary according to (4) 11: end for chosen as c = 1 and 1 = 2 = 0.01, and the number of iterations in the learning algorithm is fixed to 25. We use the sdpt3 solver [28] in the yalmip optimization toolbox [29] to solve the quadratic problem (12) in the learning algorithm. In order to directly compare the methods mentioned above, we always use orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) for the sparse coding step in the testing phase, where we first normalize the dictionary atoms to a unit norm. We could alternatively apply iterative soft thresholding to compute the sparse coding coefficients; however, that would require a careful tuning of the stepsize for each of the algorithms. Finally, the average approximation error is set to Y test − DX test 2 F /|Y test |, where |Y test | is the size of the testing set and X test are the sparse coding coefficients.
A. Synthetic Signals
We first study the performance of our algorithm for the approximation of synthetic signals. We generate a graph by randomly placing N = 100 vertices in the unit square. We set the edge weights based on a thresholded Gaussian kernel function so that
if the physical distance between vertices i and j is less than or equal to κ, and zero otherwise. We fix θ = 0.9 and κ = 0.5 in our experiments, and ensure that the graph is connected.
1) Polynomial Generating Dictionary:
In our first set of experiments, to construct a set of synthetic training signals consisting of localized patterns on the graph, we use a generating dictionary that is a concatenation of S = 4 subdictionaries. Each subdictionary is a fifth order (K = 5) polynomial of the graph Laplacian according to (4) and captures one of the four constitutive components of our signal class.
The generating kernels { g s (·)} s=1,2,...,S of the dictionary are shown in Fig. 2(a) . We generate the graph signals by linearly combining T 0 ≤ 4 random atoms from the dictionary with random coefficients. We then learn a dictionary from the training signals, and we expect this learned dictionary to be close to the known generating dictionary.
We first study the influence of the size of the training set on the dictionary learning outcome. Collecting a large number of training signals can be infeasible in many applications. Moreover, training a dictionary with a large training set significantly increases the complexity of the learning phase, leading to impractical optimization problems. Using our polynomial dictionary learning algorithm with training sets of M = {400, 600, 2000} signals, we learn a dictionary of S = 4 subdictionaries. To allow some flexibility into our learning algorithm, we fix the degree of the learned polynomials to K = 20. Comparing Fig. 2 (a) to
Figs. 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d), we observe that our algorithm is able to recover the shape of the kernels used for the generating dictionary, even with a very small number of training signals. However, the accuracy of the recovery improves as we increase the size of the training set. To quantify the improvement, we define the mean SNR of the learned kernels as
is the true pattern of Fig. 2(a) for the subdictionary D s and g s (Λ) is the corresponding pattern learned with our polynomial dictionary algorithm. The SNR values that we obtain are {4.9, 5.3, 14.9} for M = {400, 600, 2000}, respectively.
Next, we generate 2000 testing signals using the same method as for the the construction of the training signals. We then study the effect of the size of the training set on the approximation of the testing signals with atoms from our learned dictionary. Fig. 3 illustrates the results for three different sizes of the training set and compares the approximation performance to that of other learning algorithms. Each point in the figure is the average of 20 random runs with different realizations of the training and testing sets. We first observe that the approximation performance of the polynomial dictionary is always better than that of SGWT, which demonstrates the benefits of the learning process. The improvement is attributed to the fact that the SGWT kernels are designed a priori, while our algorithm learns the shape of the kernels from the data.
We also see that the performance of K-SVD depends on the size of the training set. Recall that K-SVD is blind to the graph structure, and is therefore unable to capture translations of similar patterns. In particular, we observe that when the size of the training set is relatively small, as in the case of M = {500, 600}, the Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ)
(a) Kernels of the generating dictionary Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) . Our polynomial dictionary however shows much more stable performance with respect to the size of the training set. We note two reasons that may underly the better performance of our algorithm, as compared to K-SVD. First, K-SVD tends to learn atoms that sparsely approximate the signal on the whole graph, rather than to extract common features that appear in different Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (a) M=400 Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (b) M=600 Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (c) M=2000 Fig. 3 . Comparison of the learned polynomial dictionary to the SGWT [10] , K-SVD [3] and the graph structured dictionary [19] in terms of approximation performance on test data generated from a polynomial generating dictionary, for different sizes of the training set.
polynomial graph dictionary is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Second, even when K-SVD does learn a localized pattern appearing in the training data, it only learns that pattern in that specific area of the graph, and does not assume that similar patterns may appear at other areas of the graph. Of course, as we increase the number of training signals, translated instances of the pattern are more to likely appear in other areas of the graph in the training data, and K-SVD is then more likely to learn atoms containing such patterns in different areas of the graph. On the other hand, our polynomial dictionary learning algorithm learns the patterns in the graph spectral domain, and then includes translated versions of the patterns to all locations in the graph in the learned dictionary, even if some specific instances of the translated patterns do not appear in the training data.
The algorithm proposed in [19] represents some sort of intermediate solution between K-SVD and our algorithm. It learns a dictionary that consists of subdictionaries of the form χ g s (Λ)χ T , where the specific values g s (λ 0 ), g s (λ 1 ), . . . , g s (λ N −1 ) are learned, rather than learning a continuous kernel g s (·) and evaluating it at the N discrete eigenvalues as we do. As a result, the obtained dictionary is adapted to the graph structure and it contains atoms that are translated versions of the same pattern on the graph. However, the obtained atoms are not guaranteed to be well localized in the graph since the learned discrete values of g s are not necessarily derived from a smooth kernel. Moreover, the unstructured construction of the kernels in the method of [19] leads to more complex implementations, as discussed in Section VI.
Finally, we study the resilience of our algorithm to potential noise in the training phase. We generate add some Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ = 0.015, which corresponds to a noise level with SN R = 4dB. These training signals are used to learn a polynomial dictionary with polynomials of degree K = 20. The obtained kernels are shown in Fig. 5(a) . We observe that, even though the training signals are quite noisy, we succeed in learning kernels that preserve the shape of our true noiseless kernels of Fig. 2(a) . We then test the performance of our algorithm on a set of 2000 testing signals generated as linear combinations of T 0 ≤ 4 atoms from the generating dictionary. The results for different sparsity levels in the OMP approximation are shown in Fig. 5(b) . We observe that both K-SVD and the structured graph dictionary are more sensitive to noise than our polynomial dictionary.
2) Non-Polynomial Generating Dictionary: In the next set of experiments, we depart from the idealistic scenario and study the performance of our polynomial dictionary learning algorithm in the more general case when the signal components are not exactly polynomials of the Laplacian matrix. In order to generate training and testing signals, we divide the spectrum of the graph into four frequency bands, defined by . We then construct a generating dictionary of J = 400 atoms, with each atom having a spectral representation that is concentrated exclusively in one of the four bands. In particular, atom j is of the form
Each atom is generated independently of the others as follows. We randomly pick one of the four bands, randomly generate 25 coefficients uniformly distributed in the range [0, 1], and assign these random Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (b) coefficients to be the diagonal entries of h j (Λ) corresponding to the indices of the chosen spectral band.
The rest of the values in h j (Λ) are set to zero. The atom is then centered on a vertex n that is also chosen randomly. Note that the obtained atoms are not guaranteed to be well localized in the vertex domain since the discrete values of h j (Λ) are chosen randomly and are not derived from a smooth kernel. Therefore, the atoms of the generating dictionary do not exactly match the signal model assumed by our dictionary design algorithm. Finally, we generate the training signals by linearly combining (with random coefficients) T 0 ≤ 4 random atoms from the generating dictionary.
We first verify the ability of our dictionary learning algorithm to recover the spectral bands that are used in the synthetic generating dictionary. We fix the number of training signals to M = 600 and run our dictionary learning algorithm for four different degree values of the polynomial, i.e., K = {5, 10, 20, 25}.
The kernels { g s (·)} s=1,2,3,4 obtained for the four subdictionaries are shown in Fig. 6 . We observe that for higher values of K, the learned kernels are more localized in the graph spectral domain. We further notice that, for K = {20, 25}, each kernel approximates one of the four bands defined in the generating dictionary, similarly to the behavior of classical frequency filters.
In Fig. 7 , we illustrate the four learned atoms centered at the vertex n = 1 (one atom for each subdictionary), with K = 20. We can see that the support of the atoms adapts to the graph topology.
The atoms can be either smoother around a particular vertex, as for example in Fig. 7(c) , or more localized, as in Fig. 7(a) . Comparing Figs. 6(c) , and 7, we observe that the localization of the atoms in the graph domain depends on the spectral behavior of the kernels. Note that the smoothest atom on the Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) Eige nvalue s of the Laplac ian (λ ) Ge ne rating ke rne ls g( λ) graph (Fig. 7(c) ) corresponds to the subdictionary generated from the kernel that is concentrated on the low frequencies (i.e., g 3 (·)). This is because the graph Laplacian eigenvectors associated with the lower frequencies are smoother with respect to the underlying graph topology, while those associated with the larger eigenvalues oscillate more rapidly [1] .
Next, we test the approximation performance of our learned dictionary on a set of 2000 testing signals generated in exactly the same way as the training signals. Fig. 8 shows that the approximation performance obtained with our algorithm improves as we increase the polynomial degree. This is attributed to two main reasons: (i) by increasing the polynomial degree, we allow more flexibility in the learning process;
(ii) a small K implies that the atoms are localized in a small neighborhood and thus more atoms are needed to represent signals with support in different areas of the graph.
In Fig. 9 , we fix K = 20, and compare the approximation performance of our learned dictionary to that of other dictionaries, with exactly the same setup as we used in Figure 3 . We again observe that K-SVD is the most sensitive to the size of the training data, for the same reasons explained earlier. Since the kernels used in the generating dictionary in this case do not match our polynomial model, the structured graph dictionary learning algorithm of [19] has more flexibility to learn the non-smooth generating kernels and therefore generally achieves better approximation. Nonetheless, the approximation performance of our learned dictionary is competitive, especially for smaller training sets, and the learned dictionary is Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary K=5 Polynomial Dictionary K=10 Polynomial Dictionary K=20 Polynomial Dictionary K=25 Fig. 8 . Comparison of the average approximation performance of our learned dictionary on test signals generated by the non-polynomial synthetic generating dictionary, for K = {5, 10, 20, 25}. Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] Polynomial approximation of [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (a) M=400 Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] Polynomial approximation of [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (b) M=600 Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] Polynomial approximation of [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (c) M=2000 Fig. 9 . Comparison of the learned polynomial dictionary to the SGWT [10] , K-SVD [3] and the graph structured dictionary [19] and its polynomial approximation in terms of approximation performance on test data generated from a non-polynomial generating dictionary, for different sizes of the training set. more computationally efficient to implement. For a fairer comparison of approximation performance, we fit an order K = 20 polynomial function to the discrete values g s learned with the algorithm of [19] .
We observe that our polynomial dictionary outperforms the polynomial approximation of the dictionary learned by [19] in terms of approximation performance.
3) Generating Dictionary Focused on Specific Frequency Bands: In the final set of experiments, we study the behavior of our algorithm in the case when we have the additional prior information that the training signals do not cover the entire spectrum, but are concentrated only in some bands that are not known a priori. In order to generate the training signals, we choose only two particular frequency each atom concentrated in only one of the two bands and generated according to (13) . The training signals (M = 600) are then constructed by linearly combining T 0 ≤ 4 atoms from the generating dictionary. We set K = 20 and 1 = c in order to allow our polynomial dictionary learning algorithm the flexibility to learn kernels that are supported only on specific frequency bands. The learned kernels are illustrated in Fig. 10 . We observe that the algorithm is able to detect the spectral components that exist in the training signals since the learned kernels are concentrated only in the two parts of the spectrum to which the atoms of the generating dictionary belong.
B. Approximation of Real Graph Signals
After examining the behavior of the polynomial dictionary learning algorithm for synthetic signals, we illustrate the performance of our algorithm in the approximation of localized graph signals from real world datasets. In particular, we examine the following three datasets.
• Flickr Dataset: We consider the daily number of distinct Flickr users that took photos at different geographical locations around Trafalgar Square in London, between January 2010 and June 2012 [30] . Each vertex of the graph represents a geographical area of 10 × 10 meters. The graph is constructed by assigning an edge between two locations when the distance between them is shorter than 30 meters, and the edge weight is set to be inversely proportional to the distance. We then remove edges whose weight is below a threshold in order to obtain a sparse graph. The number of vertices of the graph is N = 245. We set S = 2 and K = 10 in our dictionary learning algorithm.
We have a total of 913 signals, and we use 700 of them for training and the rest for testing.
• Traffic Dataset: We consider the daily bottlenecks in Alameda County in California between January 2007 and May 2013. The data are part of the Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) dataset that provides traffic information throughout all major metropolitan areas of California [31] . 1 In particular, the nodes of the graph consist of N = 439 detector stations where bottlenecks were identified over the period under consideration. The graph is designed by connecting stations when the distance between them is smaller than a threshold of θ = 0.08 which corresponds to approximately 13 kilometres. The distance is set to be the Euclidean distance of the GPS coordinates of the stations and the edge weights are set to be inversely proportional to the distance. A bottleneck could be any location where there is a persistent drop in speed, such as merges, large on-ramps, and incidents.
The signal on the graph is the average length of the time in minutes that a bottleneck is active for each specific day. In our experiments, we fix the maximum degree of the polynomial to K = 10 and we learn a dictionary consisting of S = 2 subdictionaries. We use the signals in the period between January 2007 and December 2010 for training and the rest for testing. For computational issues, we normalize all the signals with respect to the norm of the signal with maximum energy.
• Brain Dataset: We consider a set of fMRI signals acquired on five different subjects [32] , [33] .
For each subject, the signals have been preprocessed into timecourses of N = 90 brain regions of contiguous voxels, which are determined from a fixed anatomical atlas, as described in [33] . The timecourses for each subject correspond to 1290 different graph signals that are measured while the subject is in different states, such as completely relaxing, in the absence of any stimulation or passively watching small movie excerpts. For the purpose of this paper, we treat the measurements at each time as an independent signal on the 90 vertices of the brain graph. The anatomical distances between regions of the brain are approximated by the Euclidean distance between the coordinates of the centroids of each region, the connectivity of the graph is determined by assigning an edge between two regions when the anatomical distance between them is shorter than 40 millimetres, and the edge weight is set to be inversely proportional to the distance. We then apply our polynomial dictionary learning algorithm in order to learn a dictionary of atoms representing brain activity across the network at a fixed point in time. We use the graph signals from the timecourses of two subjects as our training signals and we learn a dictionary of S = 2 subdictionaries and a maximum polynomial degree of K = 15. We use the graph signals from the remaining three timecourses to validate the performance of the learned dictionary. As in the previous dataset, we normalize all of the graph signals with respect to the norm of the signal with maximum energy. Fig. 11 shows the approximation performance of the learned polynomial dictionaries for the three different datasets. The behavior is similar in all three datasets, and also similar to results on the synthetic datasets in the previous section. In particular, the data-adapted dictionaries clearly outperform the SGWT dictionary in terms of approximation error on test signals, and the localized atoms of the learned polynomial dictionary effectively represent the real graph signals.
In Fig. 12 , we illustrate the six most used atoms after applying OMP for the sparse decomposition of the testing signals from the brain dataset in the learned K-SVD dictionary and our learned polynomial dictionary. Note that in Fig. 12(b) , the polynomial dictionary consists of localized atoms with supports concentrated on the close neighborhoods of different vertices, which can lead to poor approximation performance at low sparsity levels. However, as the sparsity level increases, the localization property clearly becomes beneficial. As was the case in the synthetic datasets, the learned polynomial dictionary also has the ability to represent localized patterns that did not appear in the training data, unlike K-SVD.
For example, an unexpected event in London could significantly increase the number of pictures taken in the vicinity of a location that was not necessarily popular in the past.
Comparing our algorithm with the one of [19] , we observe that the performance of the latter is sometimes better (see Fig. 11(b) ) and sometimes worse (see Figs. 11(a), 11(c) ). Apart from the differences between the two algorithms that we have already discussed in the previous subsections, one drawback of [19] is the way the dictionary is updated. Specifically, the update of the dictionary is performed block by block, which leads to a local optimum in the dictionary update step. This can lead to worse performance when compared to our algorithm, where all subdictionaries are updated simultaneously.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY OF THE LEARNED POLYNOMIAL DICTIONARY
The structural properties of the proposed class of dictionaries lead to compact representations and computationally efficient implementations, which we elaborate on briefly in this section. First, the number of free parameters depends on the number S of subdictionaries and the degree K of the polynomials. The total number of parameters is (K +1)S, and since K and S are small in practice, the dictionary is compact Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (a) Flickr Dataset Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (b) Traffic Dataset Number of atoms used in the representation Avarage approximation error Polynomial Dictionary Structured Graph Dictionary [19] K−SVD [3] SGWT [10] (c) Brain Dataset Fig. 11 . Comparison of the learned polynomial dictionaries to the SGWT, K-SVD, and graph structured dictionaries [19] in terms of approximation performance on testing data generated from the (a) Flickr, (b) traffic, and (c) brain datasets, respectively. and easy to store. Second, contrary to the non-structured dictionaries learned by algorithms such as K-SVD and MOD, the dictionary forward and adjoint operators can be efficiently applied when the graph is sparse, as is usually the case in practice. Recall from (4) that
The computational cost of the iterative sparse matrix-vector multiplication required to compute {L k y} k=1,2,...,K is O(K|E|).
Therefore, the total computational cost to compute D T y is O(K|E| + N SK). We further note that, by following a procedure similar to the one in [10, Section 6.1], the term DD T y can also be computed in a fast way by exploiting the fact that DD T y = The six atoms are the ones that were most commonly included by OMP in the sparse decomposition of the testing signals.
Notice that the atoms in (a) have a support that covers the entire graph while the atoms in (b) are localized around a vertex.
one of the main advantages of learning structured parametric dictionaries. For example, to find sparse representations of different signals with the learned dictionary, rather than using OMP, we can use iterative soft thresholding [34] to solve the lasso regularization problem [35] . The two main operations required in iterative soft thresholding, D T y and D T Dx, can both be approximated by the Chebyshev approximation method of [10] , as explained in more detail in [36, Section IV.C].
A third computational benefit is that in settings where the data is distributed and communication between nodes of the graph is costly (e.g., a sensor network), the polynomial structure of the learned dictionary enables quantities such as D T y, Dx, DD T y, and D T Dx to be efficiently computed in a distributed fashion using the techniques of [36] . As discussed in [36] , this structure makes it possible to implement many signal processing algorithms in a distributed fashion.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a parameterized family of structured dictionaries -namely, unions of polynomial matrix functions of the graph Laplacian -to sparsely represent signals on a given weighted graph, and an algorithm to learn the parameters of a dictionary belonging to this family from a set of training signals on the graph. When translated to a specific vertex, the learned polynomial kernels in the graph spectral domain correspond to localized patterns on the graph. The fact that we translate each of these patterns to different areas of the graph led to sparse approximation performance that was clearly better than that of non-adapted graph wavelet dictionaries such as the SGWT and comparable to or better than that of dictionaries learned by state-of-the art numerical algorithms such as K-SVD. The approximation performance of our learned dictionaries was also more robust to the available size of training data. At the same time, because our learned dictionaries are unions of polynomial matrix functions of the graph Laplacian, they can be efficiently stored and implemented in both centralized and distributed signal processing tasks.
APPENDIX A
The optimization problem (12) is a quadratic program as it consists of a quadratic objective function and a set of affine constraints. In particular, using (4), the objective function can be written as 
where X s ∈ R N ×M denotes the rows of the matrix X corresponding to the atoms in the subdictionary where (L k ) (n,:) is the n th row of the k th power of the Laplacian matrix and X s(:,m) is the m th column of the matrix X s . We then stack these column vectors into the column vector P nm ∈ R S(K+1) , which is defined as P nm = [P 1 nm ; P 2 nm ; ...; P S nm ]. Using this definition of P nm , (14) can be written as Thus, the optimization problem is quadratic and it can be solved efficiently.
